Isolation and characterization of context mutations affecting the suppressibility of nonsense mutations.
Secondary mutations which increase the efficiency of suppression of nonsense mutations in the rIIB cistron of bacteriophage T4 have been isolated. These secondary mutations, called context mutations, map at sites very close to the nonsense codon, possibly on the promotor distal side. In context-nonsense double mutants, the amount of suppressed gene product is increased approximately 10-fold. The context mutations examined can act on the UAA (ochre) nonsense allele as well as on the UAG (amber) nonsense allele at a given site. These context mutations affect all suppression mechanisms analyzed (genetic suppressors, 5-fluorouracil suppression and spontaneous suppression). We suggest that context mutations affect information which is significant to the termination of polypeptide chains. According to our view, context mutations change the immediate neighborhood of nonsense mutations and so reduce the degree of resemblance to the sequences normally used for the termination of translation.